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A typical research paper follows the IMRaD format, and how frequently a given tense is used varies with the section of the paper: the introduction, for example, uses a mix of the present tense and the past tense whereas the past tense dominates the results section. Here is a brief guide to using the four variants, namely simple past, simple present, present perfect, and past perfect.

Using past and present tenses in research writing ...
A typical research paper follows the IMRaD format, and how frequently a given tense is used varies with the section of the paper: the introduction, for example, uses a mix of the present tense and ...

Are there any rules for using tenses in scientific papers?
Let us write or edit the research paper on your topic "The Past, Present and Future of RFID" with a personal 20% discount. GRAB THE BEST PAPER We use cookies to create the best experience for you. Keep on browsing if you are OK with that, or find out how to manage cookies.

The Past, Present and Future of RFID Research Paper
Any statements of general fact should be written using the present tense. Any discussion about prior research should be explained using the past tense. If the subject of your sentence is your study or the article you are writing (e.g. "Our study demonstrates...", or "Here, we show..."), then you should use the present tense.

Which Tense Should Be Used in Abstracts: Past or Present ...
For the literature review, most academic editors recommend using the past simple or present perfect when talking about past research, and the present simple when referring to general truths. But some other resources say writing the literature review in the present simple tense (the so-called literary present) helps simulate an ongoing academic conversation, to which you’re contributing with your current paper.

Verb tenses in research papers: Which tense should you use?
The present perfect tense (or simply “perfect tense”) is used in research paper to refer to events or actions that have taken place at some unidentified time in the past or have started but are still ongoing or only recently completed. It often establishes a general background in the introduction, adding a backdrop on which you can explain the motivations for and purpose of your study.

Which Verb Tenses Should I Use in a Research Paper?
Here you use past tense to indicate what Singer reported (sentence one), but present tense to indicate a research result that is unlikely to change (sentence two). " We chose Vietnam for this study because it has a long coastline."

Writing About Your Research: Verb Tense | Graduate ...
The results section describes experiments that were completed before the paper was written. Therefore, the simple past tense is the natural choice when describing the results obtained. Example: Overall, there was a significant reduction in the blood pressure of more than 60% of the patients.

Which tense should be used in the results and discussion ...
The lit review of an APA style paper should be in past tense (The researchers found...) or present perfect (The researchers have shown...). The methodology should be in past tense if it has already happened. The results section of the paper should also be in past tense, and implications of the results and conclusions in present tense. Comments (1)